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The U. S. immigration laws provide for the exclusion of persons with 

defective intelligence. In order to carry out the provisions of this 

law it is necessary to give prospective imnigrants a mental examination 

and decide which among those who apply are mentally defective. ‘The 

social history, in so far as &t is obtainable, is given due weight in the 

examination, but social adequacy alone is not sufficient to prove the 

absence of defect. Even in a complex envixennt the majority of mentally 

defective persons live within the law and provide for themselves with 

_ mere or less success outside of institutions. The proportion who can 

adjust satisfactorily in the simple environment from which a large 

proportion of our immigrants come, is of course much larger. Many who 

are obviously mentally defective give presumably good social histories. 

It is necessary, therefore, to depend on formal intelligence tests as the 

most reliable measure of the intelligence of prospective deri aekeite. 

Immigrants differ from one another in age, — language and 

cultural environment, and also from the Americans upon nom many valuable 

tests have been standardized. For these reasons some widely used tests are 

unsatisfactory for work with immigrants and the expected performance on all 

tests varies with the group examined. It is, therefore, desirable to find 

what tests are most useful and to determine the extent of wartation in test 

restlts due to factors other than native intel licence. | 

The work reported here was done to determine the suitability of 

certain tests and to find the standard expectation of different groups 

of imuigrants coming from Naples, It is part of a research problem 

ae



designed to measure the effect of nationality, age, sex, edueation, 

occupation and other environmental factors on test performance, the 

ultimate purpose being to devise more accurate methods and standards for 

the diagnosis of mental deficiency in immigrants. 

In onier to avoid inaccuracies of translation and unfairness to 

illiterate or near illiterate people, no test was tried that required the 

subject to use verbal constructions in giving the solution of it. In 

some of the tests, like additions and naming the days of the week, it was 

necessary for him to whe a word or group of words, but nover @ sentence and 

the answer could not be misunderstood, | 

The tests were taken from various sources, but previous experience in 

the examination of immigrants determined the selection of them. There are_ 

4 more or less comprehensive tests and 21 others that are less important 

when standing alone, but which have been combined in’ two groups for the 

purpose of expressing results in this series of cases, 

The four comprehensive tests are: | 

The Ferguson Form Board Test 
The Porteus Maze Test 
‘The Kohs Block Design Test 
The Pintner Non-~-language Test 

The twenty~one other tests are divided as follows: 

First series: : 

"Healy Construction Test A 
Healy Construction Test B 
Gwyn Triangle Test | 
Mare and foal Test - Pintner and Paterson modification 
Cube Inmmitation Test - Pintner modification 

Second series: 

Copying aquare (Stanford Binet, year 4) | | > 
Mutilated pictures (Stanford Binet, year 6) 
Copying diamond (Stanford Binet, year 7) 

Counting 20 to 1 (Stanford Binet, year 8)
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awed ties: 

“Asa foots wore given and scored by the standard methods except-ee 
ee 

Kohs Block Designs Test: ‘hree trial designs were given in each ease 
before the test proper was started. : 

| Pintner Non-language est: Explanations were given in minute detei. 

for cash of the six divisions of this test so thet there could be mo 
misunderstanding as to what was required. | 

Counting 20 to 1: Mo time limit was used. 

Naming days of week: No checks required. 

Neming months of year: Mo checks required ent no tine Lint? used, 

‘Ball and Field Test: Pocket book and field was used instead of ball 

  

and field because it was thought that some of the subjects would not be 

familiar with ball. It would, of course, have been necessary to have been 

walking in the field in order to lose the pocket book, and this introduced 

a@ new psychological element into the test#, tut this is not believed to 

have changed the results much one way or the other. | 

A lead pencil was used on all tests where pen or pencil was required. 

The persons included in this study were selected from among those who 

applied for immigration visas at the American Consulate General in Naples 

between August, 1929 and September, 1951. oo ees Wes 
& ur po ew 4
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Most applicants for immigration visas came to Naples a day or two 

bSfore the scheduled sailing of the ship upon which they have engaged 

passage for the United States. They are then put through the required 

examinations, which are completed by the time the ship sails. livery 

applicant is given some sort of mental examination, Wikhs ony cemntet of 0 

few questions or one or more performance tests. The applicants wie this 

beforehand and for this reason those who were specially examined went through 

what to them was, at least in part, an expected routine procedure, 

A total of 1282 persons were given the special examination and all 

except 39 of these were from Southern Italy (not Sicily). The selection 

of cases was made accordin: to age and sex groups. Beyond thie there was. 

no selection except the occasional exclusion of a person with high etncntion, 

It was the original intention to exclude all who had more soem a public 

school education, but so few of these turned up that the bar against them 

was overlooked on five occasions. As a result, two mon with some high 

achool or college training are includes in the main group, °° ~) three 

women with such training are ine luded in the special Porteus, Kohs test 

group, and three men and one woman with such training are included in the 
Pintner non-language Vp Se 

The cases were sel. at random and ‘hey represent a fair cross 

section of imuigrants who come from southern Italy at present and who 
have come in the past.



The groups are as follows: e 

Sl males ages 15 « 44 + general run 
154 females " 15 ~ 44 = general run 
85 males « 45 « 60 « illiterate or near illiterate 
91 females * 45 « GO ~ illiterate or near illiterate | 

100 mothers illiterate or near illiterate with literate children 
101 literate children (male and female) of the 100 mothers 

+75 males ages 15 + (84 ~ specially literate - for Bintner Non-language 
ee Gest only 

75 femles * 15 ~ 27 = specially literate « for Pintner Non-language 
Test only 

186 females * 3D > 40 © Sine, Wie © for Partene amt Meta seety, 198 
ha@. Kohs 

35 fomales * 45 = 60 = illiterate or near illiterate for Porteus and R 
Kohs 

67 males “ 15 - 94 = generel run « for Perteus ani Kohe, only 28 
hate Kohs 

Trieste Group « General run ~ for Ferguson Fam Board only. 

  

31 Total 

‘is ssl Tee eek eae oe es entaen ones Sinaia The 

majority of adult immighants from Naples are between 15 and 44 years of 

‘age and at present most of them are women. The general run ie, therefore, 

better represented by this age group, and by the women. It was originally 

decided not to examine anyone who had been to the States before, but this 

was changed in order to complete the age 15 to 44 ani age 45 to 60 mle 

groups. Forty-six of the 151 eases in the former and 54 of the 85 cases 

in the latter had been to the States, | 

The reason for the inclusion of the age 45 = 60 groups was a general 

observation that old imnigrants, especially illiterates, did very badly 

on intelligence tests, and 20 ws thought advisable to find the expectation 

for them, as well as to measure the effect of age on test performance. | 

It was necessary, however, to include 18 Literate women and 41 Literate | men 

in order to complete the two groups. The literates in these groups 

represent the general run of Iiterates of thatage.
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The 100 illiterate or near illiterate mothers with Ol literate 
Children wore examined in order to get additional light on the effect of 

education on test performance. ‘Thirty-eight literate mothers were included, 
prt 
‘Wat they were less literate than the average run of literates, There were, 

of course, many mothers among the other female groups, but they are not 

ineluded in the speeial croup of 109 whose children were also examined. 

The 75 literate males and 75 literate fenales for the Pintner Non- 

language Test wore selested in order to got « comparison with einilar groups 

Smother countries where the Pintner Test 1s generally applicable. These 

two groups wore more literate than the general run of literates, 

     

: The extra cases both me and fomale for the Portous Maze and the Kohs 

fests were average rum. They were included because test material for these 

two tosts was not available when parts of the main groups wore tested. Pa 

The Triests group of 59 women were givon the Ferguson Farm Boara Test | 

to get a comparison between women from this section and Southern Italy. 

Imigrants from Triest# are at the enniainte too short a time to permit a 

detailed special examination. They come in from Trieste to Napies on a 

ship bound for the United States and ere brought from the @ock to the 

consulate for the visa examination, As soon as wis is Pangan, arti are 

returned to the ship so that the enthing 35 net ‘delayed. . 

Because of the possible effect of schooling and other environmental 

factors on test results, data was ¢ollected on each case as follows:



Mauber of years schooling 
Grade reached in school 
Ability to sign name 

(reads well 
Reading ability (reads fairly well 

_ (reads poorly : 
Reading habits « whether roads newspapers, books or both and how many 

| $imes per week 
Occupation 

(City « any place having more than 2500 inhabitants 
Residence (Small town « any plate having between 1000 and 2500 inhabitants 

(Countay « any piece havang less Wan 2000 dakebitente , 
‘Size of home in whi Shay Aovek wwe sheis paren 

at | “Reading ability was measured by a test devised to approximate the Al 

  

“pame remults as a test used with prospective immigrants in Dublin, Cobh, J , 

and Belfast. In those places tho reading test fron the Stanford Seale, 

«year: 10, was used. fhe paragraph is given below. 

“New York, September Sth. - A fire npaRemeNena    near the conter of the city. It took some time to put it out. y 

was fifty thousand dollars, and seventeen families lost their homes. =} 

saving a girl who was asleep im bed a firenan me burned on the hands,” 

This we stored as fellows: . 

Senin Gull « Ges se uae shen 40 ecnnete waseid ot ese 
oe Se OO Oe SP OR NEY Eee ee Re he 

mistake. 

Reads faizly well = Time fron 16 to 20 seconds inclusive ani more than one 
mistake. 

Time from 21 to 35 seconds provided there are no more - 
than three mistakes. 

Reade poorly - Tine between 21 and 35 sesonis inelusive vith nore then three 
mistakes. 

Any tine in exoess of 35 seconds whether or not there are 
mistakes.
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Im Naples the reading test was a simple paragraph from an Italian 

book, but & stop wateh was not used to record the time. The measure is, 

therefore, not strictly comparable with the mathematical measure given 

above. | | 

3 15 - 44 age group 

The only. comparison on the basis of oseupation is within the male/ and 

the females who took the Perteus and Kohe teste, 80d Wie XS! 

    

px eR RAN No group of women has a sufficient nunber of skilled 

workers, to make separate tables for all the tests on the basis of eccupa~ 
ie | Worth while. For the purpose of this article an unskilled worker is a 

farmer, common laborer, basket maker, miner, chauffer, sailor, weaver or 

houseworker. A skilled worker is a clerical worker or one who follows 

some trade or profession. Examples are tailors, butchers, barbers, 

blackemiths, shownskers, Ganatiens masons, dressmakers, etc, 

Most of the women gave housework as their occupation, but some gave 

field work and some both house abd field work. Of the 154 women in the 

15 = 4 age group, 36 worked in the fields and 26 were dressmakers, 

Thirty-one of the 100 mothers worked in the fields and only two were 

@ressmakers, Dressmakine is the only skilled occupation represented in 

these two groups. Nineteen of the 91 women,age 45 - 60, worked in the 

ficld°and only 4 were skilled workers,  —_ | 

The Sricete wenen had no edvantage in point of cocupation over the 

Naphes 15 - 44 age group, ‘There was a slightly smaller percentage of field 

workers but the proportion of skilled workers was still smller. 
As contrasted with the women, 58 of the 151 men ages 15 - 44 and 17 

of the 85 men ages 45 - 60 were skilled workers.
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Place of Residence 

Information about the population of places of residence was secured 

from the applicants and the statement of many of them was, of course, a 

Guess. It is probable that more lived in cities and more in the country 

than the figures show, but they are approximately accurate. With the 

exception of the Trieste group a large majority of all persons examined 

, were from amall towns. The percentages Are given in the table below: 

  

Restdence Small town Country City 

Maples group «826018658 

Triests group 35-5 $1.5 15.4 

  

A fow of the applicants had lived in two places in Italy, In tie se 

Cases both places were ¢redited as his residence in caleulating the per- 

Centages given above, but mo account was taken of those who had been to ie 

the United States, Near ali of these Lived in eitjes while there | 
. the frrouteptd che tl : 

The mmber and-pereentaces who had lived in the United States,are shom 

el ak exon, Nis 

  

Residence in United States Mumiber Per.cent of a ae 

  

total - of pease 

Mon age 15 = 44 46 55,0. 8 

Men age 45 - 60 54 65.5 6 

Women age 45 « 60 6 6.6 4 

0 6 All other groups 0 
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The proportion living in town, city and country is approximately the 

sane for the various buBdivisions of the Naples group couprising a total 

of 1002 cases, and there is an insufficient mumber of city people in 

basis of residence, ‘The comparative effect of residence on test results 
will be shown for a country in which the applicants are more nearly 

    
divided . between city and country. 

The snail town people mark chiefly in rural occupations and should 

for comparative purposes be considered rural. Most of the farm workers 

“Mvea in small townse 

Whether or ‘not residence in the United States with its aw life 

affected the results is shown in the tables. 

Size of Home 

Tue aise Of the hone is based on the mumber of rooms without the 

kitehens ‘he information was segared from euch applicent anh 0 tendency oy cr 
Ass lp be tonsihned, 

to exaggeration woxid-be-expocted. the average hone of the adult had yo” DL 

2.8 rooms. A vey lange bene eos tad there tended to ren wp the ovecages 

More than 10 per cent of cvery group except the Trieste group lived in | 

one room homes and some of these one room homes had no kitchen, Sixty 

per cent of the illiterate men age 45 - 60, fifty per cent of the 

S2isteunte. vannn ge 06 ~ G0 tek Sestp yar tant Of Whe Ciddtenite aes 

age 15 = 44 lived in one room homes. ‘The average size home for the 

various groups is given in étux table Gas , along with the average years 

of schooling. The home is in the main larger or smaller as the schooling 

is greater or less. The A21itérates and ola people lived in the amller 

— en ee 

(Take in Table 1/ a



TABLE 1 = SIZ{ OF HOME COMPARED WITH SCHOOLING 
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- Avesoroomecin house-9}-3.3/3.5 [2.3/1.9 [2.6/5.5 [3.8 [5.1/2.5] 2.9 

Ave. year schooling | 5.3/3.5 |1.7|0.9 [1.2 |5.6 [4.3 |5.5|4.0/5.1  
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Size of Family:: 

| Qhe median number of brothers and sisters of the adults was five, 

“giving @ family of eight and there was only a slight aifference in the 

medians of the various Naples groups, The median for the Triesté group 

was Sever. The. men age 15 ~ “4, Ce women ge 15 + 86 ent the ole men 

ond women had « median of four, ae people forgot 

   

: to mention some of their brothers end sisters who had died. 

“No. significance as to test results can be attached to the slight 

@ifferences in the size of families, but a family of eight insures that 

the subject tested has had at least om mental stimulation brought about 

or content with others. | . o. | 

The tests wore given by @ well qualified assistant who spoke : 

English and Italian fluently and who was specially teninel for the woot. 

Been eb jeet wee tected intividunliy ant qpectel pains sure tate 

to insure that he was at sacd anf fully understood what was required of 

him, so that as far as possible his performance would be a reflection of 

his full mental, ability. 

It is to be noted, however, that some persons who apply for visas 

are apprehensive about the results and a few are fatigued by the trip to 

Naples. Others, especially among the illiterates, apparently do not 

put: eufficient effort in the test problem. These factors ‘tend %© 

affeet the score adversely in some éases, but the effect on the general 

result for any group is insignificant, This statement le mate on the 

basis of years of experience in the examination of immigrants, many of 

whom were examined on different days in order to obviate the effect of 

fatigue, apprehension and apm rent original poor effort.
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with the equivalent mentel age where this has been worked out. For 
the remainder of the tests the results are expressed as percentages of 

success. . : 

The sixteen mistellancous tests in the second series are combined 

into one group by giving each test a point score, ‘The total score 

for any ease is the sum of the pointe mde on the 16 tests and a 

“percentile scale is made of these totel scores. 
The results in the tables and charts are given for the main groups 

and also for subdivisions of these groups in order to show the effect 

of certain factors or test results; for instance, the women age 15 = 44 

“ame subdivided into three age groups and again into literate and 

dlliterate groups without regard to age. 7 

shine. the ueb- groan Ue net afd wp to the sotel/ane ails que 

as with the literate and illiterate, and skilled and unskilled, the 

reason is that some mesbers of the main group do not properly fall in 

either of the sub-groups. If @ person who had not been te school, could 

beth sign his name and read, he was excluded from both literate and 

illiterate sub groups. If he could sign his name only he was included 

in the illiterate group. If he had beon to school and could not sign 

his name he was excluded from both groups. ‘There were very few 
" exelusions for these causes. Ten per gent of the illiterate could sign 

their names, | : , 

Ferguson ¥gm Board Test’ 

This test,consisting of 91x - 1164 form poards each containing six 

spaces filled by blocks, was given and scored according to the method
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in use at the Judge Baker Foundation'+) (see appendix No. 1). The seoring 

  

(1) A Manual of Individual Mental Tests and Testing, pp» 126-127. Bronner, 
Healy, Lowe and Shimberg. 
  

in use there, referred to here as Shimberg scoring, is supplemented in this 

work by the original Ferguson scoring and by & percentile table showing the 

number of boards completed. The Shimberg scoring is very satisfactory for 

this group and is preferred to the Seren for general work with immigrants, 

but has no great advantage over it. The Shimberg scoring does not diserim- 

ciate between the upper ranges of intelligence in a bright group of people, 

| because a large percentage of them make the maximum score, 60 points. By the 

See storing, the maximum score, 30. points, is practically impossible to 

reach and it dieerinina tes somewhat but not sufficiently between different 

grades of higher intelligence, It is given because other national croups 

that make high scores are to be reported. These groups will be compared with 

om another and with the Italian groups and it is desirable to show a more 

accurate percentile comparison in the higher ranges of intelligence than can 

be shown by the Shimberg score. | 
/ 

‘The Shimberg score and age equivalents according to the Meehan shimberg (%) 
ee 

x 
Male norms followa: 

  

Age <6 2 22 os wu aS 

Points 12 168 2 30 86 42 #4 & 
  

  

It is noted that the test is not standardized below the nine and above 

the 16 year levels, but that two months are allowed for each point between 

12 and 54. In this article the same ratio is followed in estimating 

equivalent mental ages for persons who make more than 54 or less ‘than 12 

points, A person who makes only 6 points is credited with 8 years of mental 

loans 13a follows)
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age and so on. ‘This extension of the schene upward ani downward ie uot s 

ih udaass is Wiesnlineies Send. it is approximately so and is used 

Ferguson‘) aia not standardize his results with age but presented them 
  

(1) Seana Ge. 0. (1920), A Series of Form Boarta, Sonia. Eps Pays, 
Vol. iil, No. de pp. 47 ~ 58, 
  

by school grade, Giuahes tnd bed oad 6 Go 

gel weiek tee 6 Se 1 nn, Sed Os ns A es a 

correspond to ages 6 and 15 and this should be born in mind im reading the 

eS 

Pp Ferguson tect was given before any of the otter form bean teste 

bint Gs ta cee @ Os, to ee she a, 

affected by practice with the others. The six Ferguson Boards ere 20 

graded that the easter boards give practice for Goes that follow. No 

additional practice is necessary or desirable. 7 

Table 3 shows the per@entile rating 6f the various groups by the three 

types of seoring together with the schooling and reading ability of each 

group. | | 

Table 2 shows the 

  

siding habits and school grade of the literate 
adults and the children. It, ‘onthe with the caption on ‘table Bs applies | 

to all the tests, except the Porteus Maze and Kohs Block Design Tost, and 

should be read in connection with the tables for then. | 

; (fake in Tables 2 and 3)
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: By all thées methods of seoring the mon are better than the wonen 

of equal age, the young adults better than the old adults, the literate 

afulte better thas the illiterate adulta, the skilled better than the 

unekilled, the Trieste women better than the other women, and the 

adults better than the children, but the mothers axe only slightly 

better than their children and the illiterate mothers are about equal 

to the children age 8'to 9h years. An examination of all the environ- 

mamta date shows, however, that the @ifferonees in stores can not be 

taken to prove a difference in native mental ability between the 

“grewee, or tant age, upn ant comupation buve of theusslves Sxflaeneet 

the scores to the extent shown. The Literate sub groups with higher 

scores have been to school longer and can read better than those with 

_. Lower scores, Education seems to be en important factor. This is 

further indicated by the reading ability and the grades reached in 
higher 

school as shown in Table We Those who reach /greies and reat: more 

‘ein Cees ee we os 

  

| “a . o 
Age apparently has some influence, but the only measure if its 

effect that is at all reliable is the comparison of the illiterate 

women. This comparison eliminates the sex and education feetors. By 

the Shimbefg scoring the median score of the illiterate women ages 

| (15 = 44 ds three points more than that of the women age 45 - 60. This 
$e euuel, to = Gifference of six mnths in mente) age. By the Forgusen 

_ seoring the difference is slightly more favorable to the younger group 

but on the basis of boards completed the older wonen are a shade
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TABLE & - READING HABITS AND SOHOOL GRADE OF LITERATE ADULTS AND CHILDREN, 

  

B 
| 

Men 
15-44 

Women Mothers Trieste 

  

  

  

Men mun- Women Women Women Women Men Child- Child~ 
skilled skilled 15-44 15-24 25-34 S8-44 45-60 45-60 group ren ren 
15-44 L\44 ) : 9~14 8-98 

Number 131 «88 ee oe ee ee ee ee ss) 19h 
Reads daily 28 is 8 4 o 1 3 1 0 0 3  SéHooL 
Reads 1 or more. noes | : sets ; 

times weekly 58 23 35 16 10 5 i 8 9 9 16 School 
Reads less than ps8 : : é 

once weekly 12 4 8 i i 0 =e - 4 0 } es, - School 
Never reads 33 13 80 a ae i. 20 oe School 

reads 28.8 82.4 28.4 83.1 79.2 87.8 92.3 85.0 100.0 07.4 45.7 Sehool 
Grade reached in : eee ees 

2.5 2.8 school(averags) 3.6 4.5 3.3 #32 38.5 29 17 
  

(1) Two of the total 39 not reco nied and 2 illiterate. 
(2) Baséd on 35. Grade of 6 of the 41 not recorded. 

2.0” 1 2035 | 4.0
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The Alight @ifferonce in favor of the younger group of illiterates 

may be due in part to enviromental fastors. The younger group lived 

in larger homes, 2.4 rooms against 1.8 rooms, Table 1 shows that in 

“general. the size of hones rises and falls with the amount of schooling. 

It is, therefore, probably an index of other fastors that influence 

the skilled workers are Detter than the unskilled, tut they have 

more schooling and this may be in part responsible for the difference. 

The Trieste women do better than any other group of women. They 

had more schooling than any croup except the age 15-24 group, the best 

Naples group, but they read slightly better and more than any Neples 

group. They also reached a higher grade in school, but their hemes 

‘were slightly smaller and a mh larger proportion lived in the 
country. These women are probably superior to the Naples women. 

The median score of the best group, the skilled workers, is lover 

than any american norms. Using 16 as the divisbrs gives this group an 

intelligence quotient of G.5- 4 striking feature about this low score 

is that it was mage by a who have been workine at competion that 
Prd Ctigl, lk ete Rina , Ae | 

give practice in tho meuhmutealyadjustnent ot ‘tnines; and who would, — 

therefore be expected, to- sine Neer mties lower, than 7. 

cali & qmahdading snes sin soon: hence it ts mulls alee : 

gharted opposite the equivalent mental age aceording to the voehan, 

es
 

  

    

Shimberg male norms, The mental age of most groups is less than 9 

years. — ee eee é 

   



wer 
‘The Mare and Foi, Gwyn Triangle, Healy Construction A and Healy 

Construction B tests were given in the order named, but not immediately 

following the Ferguson Fom Boards. Some of the missellancous tests wore 

put in botwoon in order to avoid monotony and fatigue by varying the character 

of the tests and to diminish the possible effect of practice on construction 

tests successively La | ae 3 

: the: tmeh ‘she Weal t008 coe etree eceneitng to te ialper sus Pencenh 

modification with the taingular and dienond shaped pieces already in place, 

: The Guyn Triangle test was given in the usual way with all the trimgles 

   

 @& the top pointing one way. 

‘The Healy Construction Test 4 was given with the five pieces arranged 

irregularly at the side, and the Healy’ Construction Test 5 was given with 

| the gomilunar space pointing avay fron the subject and the pieces arranged 

ieregularhy a+ the site so tint no two piesss belonging together were in ie 

On the tiret trial of each of these tests the pleces were removed out 

of sight of the subject so that the board was not seen with the picees in 

The seeond trial was given immediately after the first in the following 
manner: In the case of success, the pleese ware turned out and the subject 

was told to put them in again. in the @ase of failure to complete the test 

in the alloted five minutes on the first tridi the test was completed by the 

examiner while the subject looked on. The pieces were then turned out and 

he was asked to try again. 3 rs 

Tables 4, 5, @ and % show the first and second test perventile ratings 

(Of the different groups Qn the four tests and charte 2,/3 anit guekieiiiy Fe 

show the median scores on the faymifniumcim Healy A and Healy B teste. 

(fake in Tables 4,5,6 & 7)
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Ba 
The Mare end {p20 test appears to be rather too casy to be of value as 

an intelligence test for adults. One gets the impression on watching some : 

poorly performing eases ant slemies in motor reaction rather than mental. 

aédliness is responsible for hts poor shoving, but this ean not be altogether — 

true because the relative standing of the various groups on this test is in 2 

general the sane as on the other tests, sone of whieh do not require any 

manual manipulationss.. | 

: the beat queue ars: the chilled mun ond Vheir melian seere sckpacpeats to 

a test of age of betwen 12 ant 15 by tho Pintner and Paterson noms‘), the 
  

(1) Seale of Performance Tests, Pintner and Paterson, p. 20Gs Or Le mm 
_ 

kis ip non 1 eeniaage = eenna aE 

The Gwyn ‘Iriangle, the Healy A and the Healy B tests, have been used 

éxtonsively in the examination of imnigrants and have proved to be unreliable. 

Dull adults of apparently the same general intelligence may vary five or six © 

years in test age according to these teste an many fail to complete then in : 

five mimtes. This range of variation does not apply to bright people and it 

is extremely rare for one of these to fail. Sn 0 gute at-des iene 

examined wt:0sio only one failed on the Healy B, nome failed on the other two 

teats and vory few roquired as mch as 100 seconds to complete any of them. 

None of this group had more than a common school education. | 

: The unreliabliity of these tests as @ measure of the relative intelligence 

of @ull individuals almost 4isappears in the case of groups. It would 

probably @isappear entirely if the groups were large enough.



      

4 on Day 

  

my coma Fy
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The groups here reported maintain their relative stending fatriy 

WeRl Was Shae Ape ecm Yersationns The skilled men are the best on the 

"Gwyn Triangle and they are the only group who do better then Pintner and 

Paterson) 13 yeattolés. The median of the unskilled laborers falls 

  

(2) ‘Seale of Performance Tests, Pintmer and Paterson, p> 116. 

‘betwoon 10 and ll years and that of the total group of children falls at 

7, giving them on intelligence quotient of 7%. : oe 

eA ae Meee Soeur fa sn ore ha : ae 

H@aly A. Their median gives them a test age between eves = 3 

iw | 
aah Delbneeene tine”. and between i6 ani 17 by the noms of Lowe, 
  

(2) Seale of Performance Teste, Pintner and Pateveen, pe 125, 

shiners and vood'®) gatabiished in Boston on persons of @ifferent races 

  

(3) Further Standardisation of Construction Tests A and B. Journal of 
| Applied Psychology, 1924. pp. 524 - eS ae 

and nationalities, the majority of whon were recruited fran the ranks of 

Ea Juvenile. delinquents. By this same standard the unskilled mon have a ) 

test age betwoon 11 ant 124 The children have a test age between 6 ant 7 

oe by the Pintner and Paterson tiorms. Lowe, Shimberg ani Wood do not report 

norms for children below nine years of age probably because too few of such 

children eome to the attention of the authorities as delinquents. 

‘The skilled men de not have the best median with the Healy B test, 

but they have @ amaller percentage of failures than any other group. and 

om the second trial their position at the top is regained. The Aipergte 

cli on do Dotter than any othor group on the first tricl of thie toot, but 

they Mali back into their regular place on the second trials ‘ 

<i 

seat a F



“fy 4 at B Nets ‘More schooling within comparable groups is associated | 

| with higher soores and the Gifferences between the groups are reducl or 

7 the majority of whom were delinquent are unsuitable as standards for | 

- e@aea tion were panies 

utter ones may tngrove very Little or aren 40 worse on the second trial. 

| This de usually 9 significant difference and it is rather ourprising that 

/ #0 many individuals in these groups failed on the second trial. od G e 

=]g- \ 

(1) 
- 

By the norms of Lowe, shinberg and wood oe 

  

(1) Further Standardization of Construction Tests A and B. Journal of 
= Applied Pareeeny 1924. J 249-32¢ 

neve test at normal age or better os the Healy B test. This, and to a 

Sess @utent the Healy A, are the only two tests on which these groups test 

near any published American norms. It is concluded, therefore, that these 

horms, based as they are on persons of different races and nationalities, 

Beoause ae the divergent results of different workers with the Healy 

| A and B tests, table 8'*) ig published here in omter to throw more light | 
  

  

4 dik valluctt Y author 

on the subject. the groupe reported were apyMicants for immigration visas 

examined in the cities named. Persons with nore than © comon school 

(Take in Table Mr ee | ip 
hy : 

sack sesle lshaibbedie niin ak aia ne Pe 
Hee oe 

f Le 

entirely eliminated on the second trial. This applies also to the Guyn 

‘Triangle Test. 

For the examination of # dull Andividuals the second trial is more 

gatisfactery than the — with these three tests, the more intelligent, ge ) 

| who mak0/a fair showing, at first do the teste will after being showsy while 

   

Sates tii: teeta th eis elie Sent | ¢
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The Cube Test (Pintuer Modification) 

The Binet black cubes for the arranging weights test were used. The 

examiner sat opposite the subject and gave ths 12 movements devised by 

Pintner (see appendix No. R)e The Pintner method was followed, but more 

definite instructions wore givens After the subject was told to “watsh 

- garefully and do what I Go" he was also told to"touch the block first that 

I touch first, touch the block segond that I touch second” and so on. If 

‘failure on the first line apy red to bo « failtre to unerstand the problen, 

it was counted a failure, but was given over again after the instructions 

were ‘repeated. The test was continued until five or six lines were failed 

and it was obfious that there would be no more successes. OM 

Table 9 shows the cube. test results, : 3 “fg 2 

| (Take 4m table ®) a Pee 
The best group here was the skilled mon end their median of six fie : 

correct lines corresponds to a teat age of 10 according to: Pintner and ot 

Paterson!)"norns, It is noted that the children with a median of five 
  

(2) Seale of Perfomance Tests, Pintner and Paterson. 4 / 3 > 

corresponding to a test age of seven do better than most of the afults on 

the eube test. : | shown in Table 10 

ew malian of ofner adultt whcrant exoups(*) /forms « better basis 
2a or a 

72) Unpublished reports by author. | 
  

  

for comparison than the Pintner and Paterson Norms, 

(Take in Table 10) 
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A 

Fahl v0 CUBE TEST, PINTNER MODIFICATION 

Fema les | 
  

  

Gili 

Males : oe Children 

Oslo Seuth- Cologne Dublin Naples Oslo South- Cologne Dublin Neples Cologne Naples 
a 15-44 amp ton ae" | 

- Sumber of cases 170 Mm -m wm, oe oe 

Lines correct | cs ze ; 
median 8 7 6 2 8 7 6 ee 
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Repeating Digits Forwaré, and Backward): ; 

sie et eeniewh inlet 

was approximately seven digits in five seconds. | Sueeess with one line in 

&@ series of three was counted as suscess for the mmber of Siacenis in that 

line and the next hicher series was inmediately givens The test was 

stopped when four (Lincs) fm suedeasion were failed. 

Thon @ subject failed ¥% to repeat two digite backwards, it was 

assumed that he did not get the ides because of unfamiliarity with such 

  

he 

exercises, and a special effort was made to teach him by examples repeatedly 

. given. If he did finally get the idea and then gueceeded with two or more 

figures eredit was given. he results are shown in Table 

  

  

Repeating Digits 

Forward Backward 

641 374859 2 471952 
352 521746 387 583294 

4739 9285264 6528 4162593 
2854 7231605 4837 3826475 
7261 3857291 8629 9452837 

31759 72534896 31879 
42837 49853762 69482 

  

(Take in Table uy



Rie 

The median for most groups 1K five digits forward and two digits 
‘backward. Five digits forward ond three digits backward are placed by 

Terman at the seven year level. The very poor showing fer these groups 

on this test is apparently not altogether if at ell due to the fact that 

“some of the Italian digits have two syllables. The ehildren maintain their 

"-poattion at about facven year level, and it 1s noted that the various groups 

rate about the same as they did with the Pintner Cube Test. 

A table of the median scores of other non-English speaking imigrant 

groups on this test is given as being moro reliable for comparative purposes 

than the Stanford Binet standards, 

  

  

    

      

TABLE 12 
Repeating Digits, Medien Seore 

"Males Feusles | Children 
Oslo Gologne Naphes| Oslo Cologne Naples Cologne Naples 

_ Number of cases 10380= ss 134té—“‘<i‘«aSL 164 153 1S4 26 101 hascktden’ shat te eee ee ence : oe 

forward 7 6 5 7 6 5 5 5 
Repeating digits 
backward 5 5 5 6 “& 3 & 3       

Computation Tests - Additions and Subtractions 

The computations listed below were given in regular order beginning 

with the cnaihaaih addition. For the additions the form of the question 

was “how many are 5 and 4", or "if you add 3 and 4 together how many does 

it make"? For the subtractions the form was "if you take 2 avay from 4 

“how many axe left"? In the ease of the two problens 10-(2 + 4) ana 

20-(5 + 4) the form was, “if you have 10 lira and spend 4 for bread and 2
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for butter, how many lira would you have left"? One trial was given and_ 

spontaneous corrections were allowed. The results are shown in Table 13, 

3+4 aw B 

6+7 6-2 
e+6 160 +4 

12 + 13 15 = 12 
15 + 16 2-4 

B+B44 ee) 
12 + 13 + 10  8-ll 
2+4+6+8 10-(2 + 4) 

1g +13+9+4 20=(3 + 4) 

| (Take im Tableis) 

The superiority of the old men to the old women on this test is 
- ‘Largely due to environment, while the superiority of the children to their 

““GLliterate mothers is attributed to schooling. — ) 

There are no American norms that the results in this test can be 

compared with, but it contains the nine year level stanford Binet test for 

winking change (10 + ~ 4, 15 + 12 and 25 « ~ &)- Seventy per cent or more of 

"each group exoapt the illiterate old wonien got two or nore of these three 

problens correét. Practice with the others may have favorably influenced 

the result, but it appears that these people do simple additions and 

subtractions vetter than any other test. 

Geometric Figures Test (Mullan Learning test) ‘2 

  

(1) The Mentality of the Arriving Alien. Public F Health Bulletin 90, 1917. 
Doe 48 = 49. 

The material for this test consisted of a card with 20 geometric figures 

on one side and 5 on the other (see appendix No. 3). The subject was 

glowed to look at the 20 figures momentarily, the 3 figures were then
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exposed and the examiner said “loo at these 6 figures carefully, they are — 

among those on the other side, when I turn the card over you must find them 

there". The card was turned over in 10 seconds gnd the examiner said “point 

@ut the three figures", If the subject sueceeded the test was discontinued, 

if he failed, a second and, if necessary, @ third trial was given with 

exposure of the three figures for ten seconds on each trial. The problem 

was to find all throe figures on the same trial and the eard was turned for Se 

the next trial as soon as a mistake was made. the results are given in 

fable 14 along with the results for other tests, 

The skilled men do better than any other group on the Geometric 
- Pigures Teste The children do better than any of the illiterate adult 

groups and almost as well as their literate mothers. 

  

‘Ball end Field Test 

The results for the BAll and Field Test are given in Teble a4. 

' dhe wackilod mon Ge mnsh better with this Gent then cup other gutee, eal 

the children do better than any illiterate group of adults except the old 

men, With the exception of a slight superiority on the first trial of the 

ee a 

the unskilled are better than the skilled. Their superiority in thistest 

is probably due to their occupational environment. They worked in the fields 

end thoir field work gave them mental associations that enabled then to 

grasp better than shop workers a problea having to do with a field. The 

“pelative good standing ef the old {literate men is probably due to the same 

cause. Al1 groups do the test rather poorly, only 50.7 per cent of the 

best group suecesded at the 12 year level. Fifty-five per gent of the



_.»Pereentage succeeding at 12 year ere eal | 
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chiléren aupeested ot the Gight your Renel, tut Watr average age Se 1/8 

yours, ‘Two-thirds of Temmn‘s eight year olds suscseded at the oight year 

The advantage that work in fields apparently gave the farmers on this e 

test @isappears in the case of groups with Yood native’ ee 

e@iucation. This is illustrated in the table below. 

Ball and Field ack, anes 
  

“Norway Norway Italy, Italy unskilled _ 

‘Member 6f cases 4g 92 ae 7 

GS5e7 = eS NF De? 
  

“(Tekeoin ‘Table (14) 

able 14 gives the pereentace of persons who sueceed on ten tests in 

addition to the two just described. It is noted that some fail the four year 

Level. copying equare teot anf that © large prepertion of sone groups fail 

the six year level mtilated pictures test. Fewer fail the eight ani nine 

year level counting twenty to one and arranging weights teste. 

| Less then 40 per cent of the best group suceeded with the ten year 

level drawing designS from memory, ani less than 21 per cent of the worst 

-illiterates, but a rather large proportion of the literates also failed. 

The children do relatively well with these tro tests, Graph ¢ show how 
sho geninin eclichiocch-a danantnnn: ee S 

 



The 16 tests lest discussed, beginning with repeating digits and 

‘comprising those Listed as the sedond series, have been brought tocother 

in a point senle in order to express their conbined value concisely and 

Anerease their usefulness in the examination of tamigrants. 

i Rah test is given a weighted score in accordance with the percentage — 

of success of a given standard group (see appendix No. Hf). The weighting 

_9f the scores 1s nosessary in order to get into the scale such useful tests 

as additions, subtractions and vepeatine digits without uniuly stressing the 

value of these tests as would be done if each of the additions was given a 

© walue of one and so on with the other tests. | 

: “The standaré group used for giving @ score value to each test is the 

group of 152 women age 15 ~ 44, This group comes nearer represendiny the 

average than any other. A larger proportion of imuigrants of the present 

day fall into it than into any other group and they occupy a position in 

test performance between the men of similar age and the old people. 

  
group means the same as 14 in another (combined scores, literate and 

illiterate women). : : 

The percentile ratings of the various groups according to the combined 

seore of the 16 mistellancous tests So gives in Table 15 and the relation of 

the scores to education is shown in Graph 8, 

(Take in Table 15 )
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The children have a relatively high score. It is only one point lower 

than that of the best group of literate women. These tests obviously give 

school children an advantage over adults whose oceupation, environment and 

interests or poor education keep them from indulging in practices such as 

Reading that are associated with education and schooling. — : 

«Tt ds noted that in arranging weights,a purely practical test, and 

in naming the months and the days of the .woel,, tests that involve every 

day experience, the illiterate shite tiie anh te a es 

‘The Porteus Maze and Kohs Block Design Tests 

as those taking the other tests, bui: additional cases were included to make 
and thirty-one 

Up the desired mumbers for these two tests. Two hundred Additional cases 
most of the 

took both the Porteus and Kohs and 31 took the Porteus alone; Pee 
Porteus and all of ¥he Kohs cases were additional, 

ae ee 

REO IGORERECOICORRIORREK HO 

| The slight differences in age and education of the Porteus grou from 

  

the main groups are recorded in the caption of Table 16 . The same figures 

with only slight variations hold for the Kehs. 

| (Take in Table 16 ) 

Tao Portoce lass test was given and scored by standard methods and the 

six your Kase was demonstrated to the illiterate who failed, Thewe wore 
nett Aet Mn 

allowed to try it again. Te Odalh mage
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Sho Ferbean Gent ie messueel ta to 0 tet of ene to OO 

| intel Migenee but temperament apparently had nothing to do with the poor 

results of so many persone in some of these groups. They could not find 

their way through the Mazes, this win wh Gaetinn 00 te te wa 

running into closed roads because they Gia not take time, On the contrary,   their work was often Very slow. | 

The question of lack of effort through a defeatist attitude bee to bo 

considered but is probably of little importance. This im based on a general 

observation that most of the subjects do appear to try hard, and experience ae 

has shown that some of the dull individuals fail to get through the six year 

maze in four or five trials in eapite of a demonstra tion after each failure. 

Unfamiliarity with pencil and paper is not solely responsible for the poor 

performance of any of these people. Most of them have been to school and can 

read and write and 10 per cent of the illiterates can sign their names. I 

have seen imnigrant women who never before have had a peneil in their hands do 

the 11, 12, 15 and 14 year levelmizess 

The median mental age ef the various groups is in general slightly better 

on the Porteus than on the Ferguson test, but the tables show that, except in 

the case of the young men, the lower percentiles do worse on the Porteus. 

Graph 2 illustrates the relation of schooling to the Porteus test eenret. | 

The children do better on the Porteus than on any other test. The 

median test age for the mafin group corresponds with the median chronological 

age, which is nine. The average age of this group is 9.5 years. The old men do 

better on this test than the women, age 15=24, The reverse is true of the Ferguson
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This suggests that the make enviroment influences the seore at least as 

mach as it does the Ferguson seore. 

In the Kohs Block Design Test!” enh a one inch in 
  

  

Gianotor and all painted alike are weed. Tha mubjoot makes colared Geniens 

with these cubes similar to 17 graded paterns that are presented to him on 

@ardboard ecards (sce appendix No.4). 

The test was given according to Kohs’ method with the exception that 

“all subjects were allowed to do three practice designs. ‘Thés naturally — 

made the test easier, The results are shown in Table 17. | | 

The supposed greater familiarity with and interest of women in colors 

4@id not give them an advantage with this test, Turning over the blocks 

to got the correct colfors, arranging them and bringing then together ws 

too mech of « problem for thom. Very few got beyond the ninth desicn, up to 

“whieh point only four of the qubes were used. Eighteen, the median score 

of tho literate women, gives them @ test age of nine, while the illiterates, 

with @ score of four, have a test age of 6.5. The men with an average of 

6 Bquave ethetling ave & eter of 4.6, test age Hat. /| | 

The Ghildren did not have this test, but it was given to ten children 

of immigrants at Cologne. These children, age 7 to 12, median age 9%, had 

& median score of S51, test age 10.6 years. 

There were 15 dreswmakers ani 5 eubroiderers among the 114 literate 

momen age 15 = 44 who took this test. ‘Their median seore was 28, test | 
4 

 @ge 10.25; this is better than the general group, but their average 

schooling, 401 years, ia better than the general group. ‘The 5 eubroiderers 

- with average schooling of 4.6 years had scores ranging from 53 to 56, test
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; age 10f te 12 2/5 years. Thie group of 5 is too amall to draw conclusions 

from, but the fect that their soores on the Porteus ranged from 6} to 10; 

years,vhich is no better than the scores of the entire group of literates, 

suggests that their higher Kohs saat Ot ovcupation. 

There were 27 Literate women age 15 ~ 44 who wore dresamkers or 

enbroiderers; the median Porteous seore for this group was 10} years, only 

} year more than the general group. This type of skilled occupation 

apparently had little if_any effect on the Porteus results. 
(Take in Table 17) 

the Pintner Men-tamguage Test 

‘The Pintner Non-language Test requires the use of a pencil, but the 

writing of the digits 1s tho only part of 4t that directly Anvolves 

sthoolings The test is obviously unsuitable for people who can not write 

‘the digits and expericnce had suggested that near illitemtes suffered from 

an educational handicap in attempting to solve some of ites probleas. ‘the 

test was, therefore, not given to the general group, but a group of 75 mon 

Gaik 96 women Sikeeted Necmmse of 36 0eubey wes given the: tend for the pulgedll 

Of comparison with other adult Shterate groups. 

The men had one more year of schooling and reached 0,9 year higher 

gratie than the general group of mon age 15 ~ 44, all of whom were also — 

literate. The women had one~half yeor more sustiins and reached 0.7 year 

higher grade than the general group of literate women age 15 + 44. Three 

Of the mon and one of the womon hed more than 2 eomon sehook edmeation; 

40 per cent of the men and 20 per cent of the wonen were skilled warkexs. 

The results are shown in Table 18 , The highest score possible is 602 

pointe. | | 

(Take in Table 18 )
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TABLE 18 

PINTNER NON-LANGUAGE TEST + ITALY 

Males Femal es 

sllheoviveas 
Median age | a. 22 

Average years schooling 6.3 468 
Average grade reached : 44 5.9 

Number of cases — 75 
Percentile : Points 

100 , 420 424, 
90 | a 282 
80 282 246 

a mi) 257 213 
60 oS a 202 

Median 50 230 | 184 

40 214 174 
30 185 3s 
20 167 144 
10 142 125 

0 87 61
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The median score, 230 for the men and 184 for the women, gives them a test 

"age of 9 years, 7 months, and 8 years, 7 months reppectively. These are poorer | 

scores than the Literate groups made on any of the other three comprehensive tests.) 
on tests.\like the cube, repeating digits, drawing designs from memory and 

all and field, ete, the scores wore as bad or worse. , 

is “the relatively poor showing of this selested group on the Pintuer nom-languags 

test as compared with similar but slightly leas educated groups on the Ferguson, 

< aieeeiene Millia Ian a dinbiiead hele sain: Sek se : 

| of imigrante with imion scosl anon tion omy Go aswell or Detter ot the Pintaar 

timn on the other three tests, showing that it is not standardized too high. 
3 |, Table 19 gives the median scores of other groups together with their education. 

  

PENTNER NON-LANGUAGE TEST 

  

  

Oslo Statieast Dublin Tapied Oslo Statteart “pablin Naples 

Medienege = sk ie oe ea oe 

- gehooling Yeh 7.7 9.7 6.3 72 7.3 8.6 4.8 
sane reached 4,0 4.4 7.8 7.3 4e2 39 

nm” hms hile hh huh 

ee | 5 

  

  

  

  

. ln gre OAded. oma (Ula taki a4 maw hel te ve sik “— hy 
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, In this group of teste as a whole ant in nourly overy individual 

‘test, maleness, youth, skilled occupations ant more schooling Sas been 

associated with higher scores than fenaleness, age, unskilled occupations 

anf less sehooling. An explanation of the causes of these differences is 

necessary to an understanding of the significance of the genemlly low 

scores in terms of mative intelligence which is of more importance than the 

actual scores. : | ne | 
Sex and Environment 

“As to sex, the men have consistently done better than the women ‘mx 

| eaecmentecoIeatTy but a large proportion of then have been to the 

_ United States where they Lived in cities. This raises several questions 

in conneetion with their superior performance. 3 

Does the fact that these men made and saved enough money to visit 

_ ‘their homes in Italy, and were sufficiently interested to do it, inticate 

$hat their native in tel igence was better than that of the average male | 

Did travel and city life inerease their store of knowledge and mental 

associations or in some other way stimlate their minds, so that they have 

-Qu:setae Ws previne on cmeme ta. teen geemaue te ee le , 

“eecording to age and residence as shown in Table 20, The results ere 

given for the Ferguson Pam Boards only, but the relative position of the 

groups will hold good for practically ell of the bests. 

(Take in Table 20 )



  

  

FERGUSON FORM BOARDS - MALES 

Residence comparison _ 
  

  

  

  

  

  

Age Age Age Age 25-44 Age 25-44 Age 45-60 Age 45-60 
15-24 25-34 35-44 limed in the always lived iived in the always lived 

: Aen United States in Italy United Stetes in Italy. 

Median age ae 28 39 36 87 56 55 

Average ize of home {rooms} S26 eS 2.6 2-9 ; 3.2 2.3 2-4 

Average years in school 5.5 6.5 4&7 4.7 5.9 1.7 1.9 

svorege grade : 4.0 41 3.1 3.4 : 4.1 1.0 1.1 

er cent that were ‘aki lled 63.1 36.3 45.2 41.3 36.1 2401 45.2 

Number of cases —__ _ a RR 46 36 54 a 
% Medien Shimberg score 33 31 25 24 ma ii ii 

Median Ferguson score 1306Ct«< a“ i 12 18 8 9. 

Medien Boards complete — 5 5 5. 5 ais 4 4 
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Superior performance is~aecociated with edusation, yough, okiliea 

occupation and continued residence in Italy. None of the 15 - 24 age group 

ngs boom out of Ttaly and the wi saperior to the other ‘wo groups. Also 

the two sub groups vho lived in the United States are inferior to the 

Corresponiing sub groups who always lived in Italy. 

The table shows that neigher travel, city life nor cheldunnls in the 

. United States gave some of these men an advantage over the others. It 

also rules out the selection of men better than the average male imigrant 

“as on explanation of the superiority of the men over the women. | 

ce ek cae 

and they come from the same euriroment. There is, therefore, no reason p 

for supposing that their mtive intelligence is superior to that of the . 

women unless there is a natural sex difference in favor of males. if 

      ah 

oo : 
StRON 

there is an appreciable difference it mst arise after puberty as the two er bss 
9 i) 

sexes are about equal in test performance during séhool years. Pointing 
   

| to a sex difference im the fact that im all but ome of six countries in 

whigh the test ability of prospective adult imigrants was surveyed in 

the course of “this: work, the males tested considerably higher than the 

females, but education and environment have to be considered as causative 

factors.



ae 
- 

7 
. 

de 

The average difference in test age of the literate Naples men and 

wonen ages 15 - 44 on the Ferguson, Porteous and Kehs tests is 55 months in 

favor of the mene an equality of sative ability would mean that one your 

more of schooling plus a more favorable enviroment Sie produced 2 years: 

| Superiority in test ability. 

The literate old mon ant women have prastically the same ancunt of 

“schooling ani the average @ifference in test age between then on! the 

Ferguson and Porteus is Bel6 yourse The average aifference between the 

illiterate old mon and women on these two tests is 1.5 years, These 

differences in favor of the old men aust be due either to sex or 

enviroment. 

“The superiority of the males that is mot due to more schooling is 

dm all probability due to a more stimulating environment which includes 

occupation. The skilled mon are consistently superior to the unskilled 

men in this series of tests. They have ied youre mere ethocling than the 

unskilled, which 9 doubtless in part responsible for their better showing 

leaving an undetermined amount dus to occupation. 
lagtate 

The difference between ‘the males and females on the basis of 

environment is more important than the @ifference between the males on the 

basis of occupation alone. The males, whether they are skilled or 

unskilled, have more contact than the women with the outside world and 

with each other. This increases their mental associations and gives them 

an advantage in test performance.
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Ed@uéa tion 

Bducation ia shown to be an important factor in test performance. 

It hae influenced the results im all kinds of tests including simple 

construction tests that in no way involve the ebility to read or write, 

More schooling is invariably associated with higher scores in groups of 

| ‘It is appreciated that, ox Gina: sanetne an Meee by schooling 

and occupation owe their favorable position to superior native ability. 

This is especially true of university graduates and the professions, bat 

in an enviroment in which the maximum amount of schooling of any group 

ts only Sf yours ant the people are omen laborers, farmers, cargenters 

“and the Like, native ability unimportant in determining whether 

‘gc uaa didiai aie sm sacs pecs cue ok 

Decomen a common laborer or carpenter. : | 

Graphs 1, gad graphically illustrate the relation between test 
This relation is also illustrated in Charts 1,2, & 5. In each graph the 

performance and sthooling on 20 of the tests. / Jmedduthmsecshantsxthe 

curve of tha education direetly follows the curve of test performance 

withiar given age and sex groups. In graphs °L/ which gives the Ferguson 

end Porteus soores, sex is seen to affest markedly the height of the 

_ curves, but it dees not change their relation to education. ‘In Graph 2, 

which gives the combined atores for 16 tests, the curves follow the Line 

of education and are influenced very little by sex. The illiterates of — 

the two sexes and adult groups with 7 a we 

scores, 
| | 3 and 4 
(Graphs 2, 2 muixS near here)



Graph 4 shows most strikingly how slight differences in edmeation may 
be reflected in test performance. The two tests here illustrated require 

the wes Of a ponetl, but net the ability te exits, but the greeter amount 

of writing that some had as evidently ereated mental associations in 

tonnection with simple designs and the relation of lines to each other that 

enabled them better to perform those tests. The higher scores of the children 

1 Vinee we Cente aos preteblly dew te thaky reemnt soenemepstion sith peuntt 

and paper. | 

The effect of education on test perfomance is well illustrated by the 

performance of the children in comparison with or ey Oe 

-4Uiterate mothers, The mothers as before stated were selected in order to 

| get a comparison between illiterate mothers and their literate children, but 

some mothers with schooling were incluied. Unless 5,5 years of schooling is 

accepted as evidence of superior native ability, the £1literate mothers probably 

hed hent an mach mative ability as ths general group @f women, for they tested 

8 well as the illiterate women age 15 - 44. If the mothers are equal to the 

other women, there is no reason to suppose that they are inferior to their own 

shidaren besense of qualition the Ghildres derived foun their fathers, 

The ehilaren (median age 9 1/3 years) perform better than their illiterate 

mothers om nearly all of the tests, and better than their Mterate mothers on 

many of them. —— better hun other queue of suman on meng Of te 

tests. Their combined score on the 16 mistellaneous tests is only slightly 

Lower than that of the best group of wonen. ‘The probable explanation is that 

the children are fresh from school, and have exercised and developed up to 7 

‘eur the maxtuan for their age those faculties ont tem sequined S6 the 

performance of certain tests, whereas such facultics have ein dormand and 7 

“undeveloped in the women aince they left school for the monotonous drugery of
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home life devoid of stimlating factors. It has been shown (Mable 2) that 

‘they do not read. | 

‘As to the difference in test performance of adults on the basis of age, | 

the only groups a whieh the : }ts not. aed pre of inrnirda 

differences in seston and cuvironnont {e—far d—~hy-compardz 

age 15 ~ 4% wth she on age 45 « + 605 | 

the dieturence Tiysee Seteeen the illiterate wnen of theee to greys 

  

~~ 

for ali the tests except the Porteus and Kohs is 14 years, where the difference 

is 20 years. Combining the results for all the tests except the Porteus, ee 

difference in performance between the two groups is practically nothing. a 

younger group tests one year higher on the Portous, as 

The schooling of the younger and older groups of literates for all tests 

except the Porteus is 4.5 and 4.0 years veapectively, a relatively unimportant 

difference, but the a@ifference in age ia 27 years and there is considerable 

aifference in test ability in faver/the younger groups. Part of this is 

doubtless due +o the age factor. : Pe he i ' 

It is important 0 point wt here that no senile person was included in 

this series of cases. ‘The time when deterioration in test ability begins 

‘probably depenis as much o education and intellectual habits as on actual 

fees ef mental abuity due te sentle ehusgess 2 ) 

During the course of this work in two other countries, groups of people 

up to age 45 who read regularly and had an equal amount of schooling were 

examined and mm appreciable difference in test ability was found. This 

suppoxss the view that the definite differences shown here between the groups 

of women ages 15 ~ 24, 25 ~ 34 and 35 ~ 44 aze no%, to actual deterioration of 

the older groups but to less schooling and the fact that they are farther away 
| from the Little schooling that they had.  
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If women are equal to mon and the illiterates in this series of cases 

equal the literates in native mental ability, the difference in test 

ability caused by. education and environment is expressed by the ai tferonce | 

between the literate men and ‘the illiterate women. The average Cittewuts \ 
the wréedctere : \ 
in tent age between the Literate mon age 15 = 44-anh the {214 terate wenen 

age th = hes tn tain, Sengeies ens Baskin Cove ts 610 youre, This 

is a large difference for simple non-verbal tests that do not directly — 

" fmvolve school knowleige, but the fact that the children of illiterate 

mothers, no better than this group of women test as well or better for théir 

age than the men, strongly suggests that the 5.3 years difference between 
(re meni Ghd wien mst bo eoccmtted fer Ga seme ether bacis thas O6dtuneeD 

in mative imtehiigence. ‘the men are younger by 13 years, but the women 

with @ median age of 59 have not yet reached the age where appreciable 

Geteriovation in test ability is to be expected, 

‘The difference in test age between the literate old men and 

illiterate old women is not so great, but is considerable. The test 

“Tesults suggest that between dull groups fine shades of @ifference in 

education and environment produce definite differences in test ability and 

@ test age of seven ony meen the same in terms of native mental ability ~ 

© tek aes at ity Mens fess eurely ad now/agsis I say such degree 
among more favored people 

and there is no reason to suppose that on such 

tests as the Ferguson, Perteus and Kohs the superior education of the . 

college graduate gives him any advantace over the man ion tat des thieneh 

our public schools and has lived ine fairly stimilating enviroment, On 

the contrary, it would seem that on the Ferguson Form Board test, persons 

engaged in certain skilled trades should have an oceupational advantage = 

Bhele 3
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The Criterion of Defect 

For practical purposes it is important to know what the scores ten: 

in terns of native mental ability. This ean be approximated by comparing 

ether groups with the groups reported here. : 7 

ically tint wee Of the men, age 15 - 44, obtained by averaging oe 
avidin ? 

their scores on the Ferguson, Porteus and Koha, is 12.25, The median test. 

gage of the white dvaft fimy was 15.15 years!) but neither the tests used 

    

  

  

(1) Memoirs Hational Academy of Seience, Vol. 15, p. 790. 

fn the Army nor the manner of giving them wors the same as the tests and 

‘Methods used here, and the aifference is all in favor of the present group. 

The day recruits were given more complicated tests by a mothed which would eS 

“have left most of this group with zoro or near zero stores. ae 

SS liee tee hinestee ton. 19 stains lic eioeneh puaeenslot ee 

Army Beta tests. It was given individually to selected group of these oe 

- people and every possible effort was made to get them to ubderstand it. 

Their medien test age on it was 9.6 years (Table 1s de | 

The very poor showing that ‘iene peste nuke en gush tects as the Bah 

and Field, repeating digits, and drawing designs from memory must be | 

a Se er ee mat for these tests were 

used in the dry, | 3 

The Pintner test apparently does not express ‘the full entive ability 

lat Win elute ent 2) tilbeed Get Os bene tu Oi ne ee 

native ability of the Ary group, as the Amy tests were as unfair to 0 very 

large proportion of the amy reeruite as the Pintner test was tw many of 

these immigrants. The difference between 9.6 years and 12.25 years more
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nearly expresses the difference ) ‘this group and the Army, than the 

- @ifference between 12.25 and 15.15/ the basis of the tests ant methods 

used herey ae mental age of the Amy would be boosted by 2.65 years which 

would give them a mental age of 15.8. after all, it is self evident tiat 

the children of « countey must have as much and no more native ability than 

the young adults and any @iffercnce in favor of one or the other expressed 

by intelligence tests must be the faAlt of the tests. 

| The skilled men should not be handicapped more than-otner imnigrants 

“4m performing the Ferguson Yarn Board test. Their median test age as compared 

with the netian test age of othe te/gammatiy below. The Osle and Stuttgart 

i tien tat we ets tecttenets Sav tintin ins Dos | 

12 yor cont of the total maber applying ls twun éaniudd veenns they 

hed nore than the common school education. 

Ferguson Farm Board Test - Males 

  

Stuttgard Dublin Naples 
skiitea and skilled and mostly skilled 

Average years schooling 74 << oe 
  

    

  

Average grade mm 3 726 I se 

Median test age “is. 5.5 15.0 12.33 
  

: The Maples children score four points (Shimberg) against a seore of 

25 points for a group of immigrant children of the same age that were 

-s imined in Cologne. This group of children had $e6s schooling than the 

“dest group of Naples women, but got the same score. ‘Their intelligence 

quotient was a”, / 2 0, 
|
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These comparisons as well as the comparison with the Trieste wonen 

indicate that the very poor showing of the Naples group is not due altogether 

| to educational ana enviromental factors. oR 

| Using the test most favorable to sath ‘the best Naples group has a median 

intelligence quotient of 85.3 and it is Woressonable assumption that their 

actual native ability is no higher than thie, It is significant in this 

connection that eee. Anvestigntors working in Ameriean schools have found 

the intelligence quotic mt of the children of Italien imigrants to range from 

83 to 85. a 

That the Naples immigrants are inferior is evident, but it is difficult 

to decide who among ‘them should be ¢lassificd as mentally defeetive. ‘the 

| wmeelected illiterate women, age 15-44, have a median intelligenss quotient of 

‘SL on the Ferguson and of 45.8 on the combined score of the Portus and Kohs. 

7 By the elassifiestion in common use these stores throw the median of the 

£114terate women in the imbecile class, whieh is, of course, absurd. It is 

assumed that they have approximately the same native intelligence as the , 

unselected group of men age 18-44. ‘This means that for them a Shimberg seore 

of 7 on the Ferguson should be accepted as equal to a score of 52, that a test 

age of 74 on the Porteus should be accepted to mean the same as a test age of 

1B; that & store of 4, (test age 666 years) on the Kohs should be accepted as 

7 meaning the on ok <a of 41 (test age 11.41 years) and so on for all the 

Standard Group and Standard test 

_ It follows from the foregoing that no standard valuc can be given to any : 

: test and applied to all of these people with accuracy or justice, but ‘this. 

| aifrioulty is easily surmounted by adopting a standard group ‘of people ant 3 

assuming that all ghoups at least equal this group in native mental ae 

the, teats are then given a sliding soale of 

tee:
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values depending on the group to which the person examined belongs,and 
his real native ability is found from the tables by locating his score in 

the correct percentile e@f his own group and then giving it @ value equal 

to the value of the score im the same percentile of the group of men. There 

is a question whether in judging the women the general group of men age 

15 « 44 or the skilled men age 15 ~ 44 should be used as the standard group. 

fhe general group age 15 ~ 44 is tentatively selected as the standard group. 

4g an example of the use of the rating method outlined above, a 50 

year old woman who ean not read, but who may or may not sign her name, falls 

| im the group of illiterate women age 15 ~ 44. She makes 12 points (Shimberg 

: scoring) on the Berguson test. an exmination of the table shows that 12 

points gives her a 60 percentile rating and that the 60 percentile rating 

for the standard group of min is 36 points, Her native ability is, there- 

fore, not expressed by the seore of 12, which se eanteulen’ to a mental 

age of 9, but by 36, which is equévalent to a montal ago of 15, This latter 

is the corrected mental age in contebdistination to 9, which is simply the 

‘test age. ee | : as 

_ ‘The same procedure is adopted for all the tests; equal percentiles 

month equal. native ability, and the native ability 1s expressed by the 

seore of the group of men, but for purposes of expressing the results as 

mental age or intelligent quotient it is necessary to have a standard test 

that is fair. It would obviously be misleading to ns as the otandara a 

test of om limited ony as repeating digits upon which the men test at 

the 7 yoar level. 

  Se pre A SP er, Pele Rog 3. See Os Pe os de pix 
foes Wen fo ee Ach ie See Sag Rs eT eet ls Eo aaa Te = Se Lai ais So 5
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The test that more nearly expresses the intelligence of the men than 

any other is the Ferguson Farm Board test, and this is aceepted as the 

standard. They do slightly better on the Porteus Maze test, but it is 

doubtful whether theme men really have ae high a mental age as the Porteous 

test gives them, | Bes 

In examining a South Italian Immigrant whose mentality is in doubt, 

all of the tests except the Pintner Non<lenguage should be used. ‘he score 

of the 16 miscellaneous test comprising the second series should be 

expressed as one percentile ratinec. If the immigrant is an illiterate 

‘woman age 95 and she makes a score of 8, her percentile rating is 20 and 

this when expressed in terms of the 20 percentile men's Ferguson test 

seore (shinberg) gives her « score of 15 op a mental, age of 9.5. 

| The value of the five performance tests comprising the second series 

shoulda be expressed as one percentile rating as follows: If this woman 

does the second trial of the mre ant Hskd, Gwyn Triangle, Healy 4 and 

Healy B in 45 seconds, 85 seconds, 235 seconds, and 274 seconds 

respectively and succeeds on one line of the Pintner cube test her 

pereentile ratings on the five tests are 20 - 30 - 0, - 30, ~ 10 and the 

median percentile of this is again 20. 

the Yergncon, Portous, ant Kobe test may be trunted. the emus way ant 

tuo Palues given to the Ferguson, one for the actual score and one for the 

“munber of boards completed, but these three tests may be treated individually.) 

and for dull persons it ts better to do,co because with the Fenguson test 

(voards completes)/a¥&h 9@ with the Porteous and Kohs the sone score may 

“fal into two or more percentiles and it 1s next to impossible to fonmlate 

: an accurate rule for the proper location of the scores.
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It ig importent to bear in mind that 40 per cent of the illiterate 

women ao only 2 Ferguson Boards, thet 49 per cent of them make 5 years or | 

less on the Porteus test and that 20 per cent of thascore 0 on the Kohs 

test, giving them only an allowed test age of 5.25 years and that with 

‘Udttle variation these scores nebt goes for all the simple tests that are 

tabulated on the percentile basis. 

‘It is almost unbelievable that such imbecile score ratings, mado on 

simple teste given with the utmost care and scored liberally, can mean 

anything exeept mental defect, but these women and ine tellicee dus anh ke. 

inferior to their husbands, emé brothers and children. , 

On the standara test 10 per cent of the husbands and brothers made 

between Sand 9 yeoare mental age or less. Te the uslocted qvew of ddiiel 

"men is used as the standart, the mantel age of 10 per gent is 9.5 or less, 

Even with this group a considerable number have scores that are exeoeded | oo 

by some inmates in institutions for the feebleminded, | es 

There is, however, = social angle to be echsidered in commestion with 

whether or not people get into institutions, and it is generally recognized 

that there are many more defectives outside of institutions than there are 

  

in then. If it wore possible to exelude eny adults who on approved non- 

Semeines Ghats Nite 6 qnemdnted: qantal: eon: belee Sel 6 aur seen obs Ok 

“  & @orrected intelligence quotient below 63.5 most defectives along with 

some who are not defective by social standards would be excluded and much 

would be done to prevent a reduction in the general intelligence level | 

of the countyy. ? 

"For the convenient location of low seores the percentile rating from 

M0 90.0 Ot. te Sub eine OF men 98 The Denman ant Tarte: tats are 

given solar in Table 21.
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TABLE 21 

Percentile Ratings from 10 to 0 offMen on Ferguson form Boards and 
Porteus Maze Test 
  

Men Men skilled Men general Men skilled 
  

  

  

general group group 

Ferguson test(Shimberg score) Porteus Maze tes 

: Pointes — Mental age 7 

Percentiles 
10 8 is. 10 ll 

8 ? 15 ae il 
6 6 ee ll 
4 5 il : 8 il 
g 3 . : ae il 
0 1 4 8s 

| ‘Using the Ferguson as the standaré test, the score of 11 by the 4 

percentile of the skilled group gives a test age of 8.83 years and the 

score of 5 by the 4 percentile of the general group gives a mental age of 

7.85 years. The score of 7 and $ by the 2 percentiles of the groups gives 

@ mental age of 8.1? and 7.5 years. By the Porteus test the test age of 

the 2 percentiles of the skilled group is 11 years, but the Ferguson test 

is believed to be a more reliable measure especially in the Lower 

percentiles. In any event a person whos e median on all of these tests 

falls to the 2 percentile has a very low intelligence and many who make 

the 10 pereentile on some of them are defective. ) 

A more detailed Si seussion of who should be certified as mentally 

defective will be given after data on {uni grants. from other sountries are 

published. | 
Fe
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1092 South Italian emigrants were examined in Naples with non-verbal 

intelligence teste and 59 emigrants from Trieste were examined with the 

workers, younger atelte higher than older adults, literateadults higher 

than sataeoninn adults, and literate children with « median age of e 

years as high’or higher than their illiterate mothers. 

    

The higher seores of the men were due mostly, if not solely, te more a 

schooling and more stimuleting environment. _ | 

The higher seores of the younger adults were due mostly to nore 

achooling, but aside from this a slight but definite deterioration in _. 

ability was show for groups nore than 45 yours of age. 

The Trieste group was superior. } 

Slight differences in the amount of schooling caused definite 

“@ifferences in test ability and the performance of all tests was greatly 

affected by schooling and environment. , | 

Me eieciing ant @ very poor environment, as compared with five or six 

years schooling and a better environment caused a difference of from four 

to five and one-half years in test age ability between groups that are 

presumed to have the same native mental ability, 7 

| The approximate range of the median intelligence quotient of the 

groups of 1lliterate women on simple performance tests was between 40 

and 50. It is definitely shown by the children that this can not be an 

accurate expression of their native ability. 
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Tye best croup, the skilled men, has a median intelligence quotient 

of 83.5 on a test, the Ferguson Form Boards, that is fair to them and it is 

‘believed that their true native ability ean not be higher than this, 

All the teste preted to be good, but some were more easily performed 

sae others because they presented problems. that were more within the range 

of experionee of the persons tested. 

| The divérgent results produced by differences in education and : 

environment indicate that no test can be devised that measures the onktiee 

ability alone. , 

The greatest inaccuracy. in intelligence test results occurs in dull 

x unlettered people where for the practical pur pose of diacnosing nental 

“ deficiency the greatest accuracy x needed,» 

In judging people by tests, as much attention mst be cata to their 

environment as to the tests. 

A scheme is devised for elimina ting factors other than aative abitiy 

in expressing test results, by adopting a atandard group and a standard 

test shown to be fair to that ETOUD s and oeferiins all scores back to the 

‘gcore of the standard group on the standard topt. BY this means the 

corrected mental age is found and this is in most cases ——e higher — 
se, 

‘than the test age. 
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, Appendix . 

Ferguson Form Board Test 

Method and scoring in use at the Juage Baker Foundation. 

_ Give boards in order I to VI, or until S has failed two consecutive 

boards. Present pieces outaide the board in such a way that no two blocks 

belonging together are in juxtaposition. Turn over pieces as below: 

Board I Turn over the middle block in the upper row and the two side blocks 
on the lower row, : 

Board II No tumming over is necessary. 

Board III Turn over one of each pair so that the larger part of each block 
is uppermost, the bevels thus being hidden. — 

- Board IV furn over one of each pair. 

Boara V_ fun over the smaller of each pair. 

Board VI shee tee tain Of nth pute np Sek tw boeew 9008 02 es Se 
uppermost. 

The removal and the turning of the pieces is always done out of sight 

of Se Say to 8; "Put these pieces in as quickly as you can,” 

| Seoring: Record time for cach board, Time Limit for each board is 

five minutes. Convert seconds into values according to table below, Final 
score is eum of all the values. 

_ (Take in Table + >) 

Norms: (tentative) 308 males, 171 females. (Mechan, Shimberg). 

smoothed denied by Sex and Age 
  

an anaemllhlhmt h UmS.lhUhlhUc.lhUc SC hUmhUhUeUllUl 
  

16 

M 12 1s 24 ' 89 36 42 48 54 

-.  - = | -— - a 34 38 4), 
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‘Ferguson Type of Scoring 

Zach board scored alikes sokre Dadi an Sete of eatann Taeiirat He 

complete as follows: 

“Seconds Points 

0 + Bg 5 
30 « 59 A 
60 = 99 3 

100 + 149 2 
150 ~ 300. i 

ta giving the toot lPergusan G4 not turn the pieces or arrange then in 

any definite way. : 

Rein er al WE phic, a eae - e 

Gube Test (Pintner Modification) 

a * 123¢ Vth move ~ 13243 
a « 123435 ~~ Sth * ww 143524 

ous " o 12342 Oth “ « 13h 
4th “* « 1324 10th " « 145124 
Sth * «= 1452 llth “ «= 152415 
6th “ « 1425 lZth "“ «+ 142341 

(Take in photestats here) 

Appendix 4 

Point Seore Value of 16 Miscellaneous Tests 

The store values, based on the performance of the 152 women, age 15-44, 

were worked out as follows:. 

If 100 per cent suceseded A 
If between 75 and 99 per cent succeeded 
if between 50 and 75 per cent succeeded 
If between 25 and 45 per cent succeeded 
If betwoen 1 and 24 per cent succseded #

3
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mot _ Point Score Value of 16 iedellannls Tests 
‘ f Points 
Copying square 4 
Mutilated pictures & 
Copying diamond i 
Counting 20 to 1 i 

_ Maning Gays of wouk: Seward i 
* © packward 1 

-” meathe of year Symvane ee ae 

* backwarad i 
satin stain | a 
Drawing Gesigns from memory 4 

Geometric figures 
oe : 

Sed . ° 1 
Ball and field 
—e : 

Repeating digits forward | 
 & OF more 4 

5 2 
4 ue 

lese thanS oO 

Repeating digits backward 
4 or 6 & 
3 2 
2 1 

Additions 
8 or 9 correct 4 
9 * 3 
Ser6é * 2 
iteo4 * i 

9 correet 8 
Voré * 2 
i to 6 * i 

Total points possible 35 

   



 
     Values 33g 

633 
§33 

93g 
g8 2% 

823 
22% 

$28 2
8
8
 gee 

Bed 
$85 

922 
328 

383 
| 

|ese 
238 

2% 
393 2°28 

§* 

oe 
ae: 

a
 

“s 

238 295 ? 278 #3 
#3 
8
3
 | 

5 
222588 

925 £85 Beg ese 
| 

885 
333 

833 
g
2
2
 

983 
9832) 

|QSe 
83d 

883 
388 892 

B85 
gaa 

eee 
828 g

g
 

885 
32g 

R28 
S88 

838 
428 

28a 
§23 | 

Board I 

Board II 

g|°82.°88 
ose 

oss 
oss 

O88 | 

Sprooes 
UT 

suy, 
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